Ironhead alternator

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Well I'll start with the pros
here. It is super nice to not have a dead battery on my sportster. The alternator is a welcome
upgrade and is easy to install. The short instruction sheet covers any and all aspects including
troubleshooting. The cons are it does rotate externally so any wandering hands or feet will get
bitten. The regulator in my kit failed from the start and being a mechanic myself wasn't difficult
to diagnose. After being told to "just take it to a shop" I bought a replacement and it works
flawlessly. The battery never held such a strong charge and I was able to hide the regulator and
keep the look of the old chrome mechanical regulator. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new
Sold by: easternpc. It works as it shuld, mounted it on a 77 FLCH sounds like there is something
inside that is rubbing between the outer case and inner workings took it apart and seen thick
paint that seems to be causing the sounds but still works was easy to install and wire up looks
to be of ok quality parts would like to know if the regulators are available by them self as well as
the alternator by its self for future repairs if one goes without the other but all in all an ok
product shuld be less headaches then the original generator. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
new Sold by: blacksheepmcparts. This is a great upgrade to any older Harley motorcycle, very
easy to install and much lighter than a generator. I will use this product again the next time I
have to replace a generator. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: americanclassic
Should of bought this item sooner, kept having no charge issues with stock generator now this
is charging my pan and not to worry how I was getting home after a long ride,THANK YOU so
much Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new
window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information americanclassicmotors
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Zieglerville, Pennsylvania, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See
details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by
americanclassicmotors. Manufacturer Part Number: Search within store. Motorcycle Seats,
Saddlebags. Engine, Transmission, Primary. Motorcycles for Sale. Generator alternator
conversion kit replaces original generator and regulator. Stronger than stock, features billet
housing for accurate alignment and a stress proof shaft. Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Item location: Zieglerville, Pennsylvania, United
States. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 9 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 9. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on americanclassicmotors from others who

bought this item. Positive feedback. Great packaging! Great seller. Would do business anytime
with them!!! Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 21 reviews. All in
all a great upgrade. X Previous image. Works as of 2 weeks of use It works as it shuld, mounted
it on a 77 FLCH sounds like there is something inside that is rubbing between the outer case
and inner workings took it apart and seen thick paint that seems to be causing the sounds but
still works was easy to install and wire up looks to be of ok quality parts would like to know if
the regulators are available by them self as well as the alternator by its self for future repairs if
one goes without the other but all in all an ok product shuld be less headaches then the original
generator X Previous image. Easy to install and works great! Why is this review inappropriate?
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
V-Twin Mfg. Kit includes black alternator and black regulator. Features high power output, 17
amps rpms. Cannot be used with mini battery 12N55A-3B. International Priority Shipping. I
wanted more power to run a better headlight and less problems with regulators. When I brought
mt Sporty that I have now, at least it had a solid state regulator but the power output wasn't any
greater. I've had some problems in the past with both the regulator and generator on this bike
and so when the generator light blinked at my a few times on a night ride about a month ago I
though now was the right time for an upgrade. It took just about a week from buying it on E-bay
till it showed up on my doorstep. I figured ,hey that's got to be good. Inside there sure isn't
much, and as I found out later there doesn't need to be. The was the alternator itself, a
regulator,and some small parts like a nylock nut and some bullet connectors to crimp on to the
leads coming from the regulator to hook it to mating connectors on the alternator itself.
Basically you remove the old generator, removing the gear from it to put on the new alternator.
After mounting the old gear on the new alternator you secure it with the supplied nylock nut. I
didn't have a new gasket to put between the altenator and the engine case so for tonight I used
Teflon sealant and tomorrow I'll pick up a new gasket from Larry's Cycles in Albuquerque. The
new regulator bolted right in place of the old one. Because I want the option of going back to
the generator if I decide I don't like this new fangled alternator I'm going to leave the plug that
ran to the regulator and the wires that ran up to the generator alone. I'll tie them up out of the
way until I'm sure the alternator has earned it place on my Sporty. I used my favorite wire
strippers to strip the ends of the 2 short wires running from the new regulator so I could crimp
the bullet connectors in place. I've included a picture of these strippers in action because I like
how they work so much. There is one final connection to make and that is the long,middle wire
running out of the regulator. It comes long enough to run directly to the battery and that what I
did with it. The kit comes with a connector that you are to crimp onto the end of the wire, but I
used one that I already had that was a little more stout than the one include with the kit. After
hooking up directly to the battery I was excited to fire my Sporty up and see how everything
works. When I fired him up I let it warm up just a bit and then put a volt meter on it. At RPMs the
voltage was Good enough to charge the battery and then some. This was with the headlight and
tail light on. I have a halogen headlamp that I believe draws 55 watts on low beam. When I let it
idle down at about RPMs the voltage after a bit went to My guess is that you won't get a good
charging voltage till you get up around RPMs. That's OK I don't spend much time at idle speeds
anyways and I have a damn good gel-cell battery from Harley that hold plenty of power. In the
following picture I pointing to the part that spins. I guess it doesn't hurt anything but like I said it
came as a surprise. The alternator appears to be well made and it's nice that it's made right here
in the good ol USA. This type of alternator has permanent magnets in it, so it's conceivable the
bike could be push started with a dead battery, but I hope I never have to find out. Over the next
couple of days I'll get Sporty out on the road and report back how we did. I was wondering how
those worked. Great write up. It should go in the stickies. Under alternator conversion. I have
some strippers like those, and they are great. It sure looks clean and compact. In addition to the
voltage output can you do a check on the amperage output? You may need to apply a higher
electrical load extra head light maybe to see how well the current holds up against the voltage.
Thanks for the pictures and write-up. I am finishing up my 83 basket case and it came with that
style alternator, but it was disconnected. You said the middle wire goes to the battery, so what
is the order for the other two. Thanks The other 2 wires from the regulator get hooked up to the
2 wires running out of the alternator. It doesn't matter how they are hooked up as long as they
are hooked up. I have a friend who has been running one of these for a number of years
3or4now on his 77, he loves it and has had no problems. He also has runnning lights and it still
charges well. I saw one of those alternators in a catalog, i was considering one because my gen
doesn't work right. In the book it said it was only like 3 or 4 pounds, alot less than the gen. I was
a bit worried if it would work or not I never seen one mentioned on here before, but maybe now I

will give it a try. Just ordered one of these in black for my '77 XLCR. The old gen is not charging
properly. I took it apart and followed the diagnostics in my Clymer manual. Looks like the rotor
is bad and I don't want to mess around with it anymore. Interesting that the body spins while
running Alternators are standard equipment on all bikes and cars, so I'm dumping this part of
the 'old-school' in favor of something more reliable. Losing several pounds of weight too in the
conversion is an added bonus. I'll let you all know how well it works. Great piece of information
for all of us with generator problems. An easy trouble free upgrade is very very tempting.
Thanks again, Keeak, Atlanta Ga. Excellent write up. Let us know how it performs. For anyone
looking for ways to cut weight from their bike this would apear to be another option, although
more expencive than chopping or drilling holes, but less expensive than a magnito conversion.
Jeez, I guess some of you guys just haven't seen the most elegant solution to the H-D charging
system. It's the "mini-alternator" and it's made here in the USA. It's sold by many vendors and
even on ebay. Being a permanent-magnet alternator, it produces AC power through induction,
without nasty carbon brushes! You can even kick or bump-start your bike without a battery!!! It
produces 17 amps at idle Pretty sneaky IMHO!!! It's the shizzle There's no reason to cobble up
something crude and fugly with some gross car alternator and all those holes for water and dirt
to get into with spray right off the front tire. As you can see, the mini-alternator is just slightly
larger than the HD spin-on oil filter in the photo. Just don't settle for anything less if you are
tired of H-D generators and regulator failures!! OK, I'm off the soap-box. You could probably
down-size the battery, but I wouldn't just get rid of it. Just my opinion though. Can you get rid of
the battery with this? I believe you could! I rode my BSA Victor still undergoing restoration for
many years without a battery, and I got the starting drill down to 1 or 2 kicks every time. It too
had a permanent magnet alternator, zener diode rectifier and voltage regulator that I just left on
the bike. I think the only reason you might want to keep one is if you have an electric starter.
Some states also require that you be able to operate the lights and horn without the engine
running. Not sure why, really! Also, your headlight will be brighter at a stoplight idling, because
the battery shares the load temporarily. H-D generators and car alternators need a 12V current
from the battery to excite the stator windings before they start to make electric power while
spinning. They don't have magnets to make the power Once going, you could disconnect the
battery and it will self-sustain the field excitation electromagnetism. I haven't tried the "no
battery" thing on the XLCR because it's electric start only. I am kick only, so no real need for a
battery. And since this is a lot cheaper than a mag which still needs a generator It would be
awesome if no battery is needed. Less is more on my bike. The ONLY way you can eliminate the
battery entirely is if you run a mag. In all other cases you need the battery to power up either the
points ignition or electronic ignition module. However, you can run a very small battery to
provide the ignition voltage required. Why cant the alternator power the ignition? You need the
battery to get the bike running first as I don't think the alternator will put out much of anything
at kicking speeds. However, I could be wrong since I've never tried kicking with a permanent
magnet alternator in place. Eric Hi Eric, as mentioned in a previous post, my BSA permanent
magnet PM alternator was quite easy to kick-start with no battery onboard. A lot of street and
dirt-bikes, lawn mowers and chainsaws have PM alternators too and run fine without a battery. I
believe the mini PM alternator will do it as well on the H-D, since it puts out over 17 amps at idle!
The ignition primary requires only an amp or less to fire the plugs. Done it dozens of times. The
Vtwin book says "not for use with small CH battery" I think they feel like think it'll boil out a
small batt. At any rate they reccomend that you only use it on big "h" batteries, much less no
battery. I know a friend of mine ran his alternator shovel with a battery eliminator, but he got
stuck alot, and finally gave up and installed a small battery on it. I would run the genny if I had
the small battery, personally. What make is yours. Works like a charm! You may have oiling
issues from the breather if not installed. Hi; To run a kick start CH without a battery and this
alternator you need a Lucas capacitor from a 12 volt British bike. A capacitor stores energy so it
will work in a kick only Sportster. It is about the size of a "D" battery and mounts with a single
bolt and spring. I don't know if it would fire a Dyna ,but I do know it will work on a points
ignition. I have a CH with an alternator and distributer and the lights don't flicker either.
Capacitors do store energy for a period of time but they also leak it out over time when not in
use. The problem will be when the key is first turned ON the capacitor will drain itself quite
quickly even before the kicker is engaged. The next problem is the alternator does not generate
any appreciable DC voltage when the kicker is used to rotate the engine leaving the capacitor
without any way to be recharged until the engine is up and running. The electronic module and
the coil both need a steady state source of DC voltage to function in a start up situation. IMO
some sort of storage battery is going to be needed whether a dry cell or otherwise. I purchased
one of these v-twin kits about 2 weeks ago and it finally arrived this past Saturday. I installed it
and am still having voltage issues. I get Called the company I got it from and the tech said it's a

bad ground. I'm pretty sure it's not, but I'll check the grounds again. I cleaned the regulator
mounts with an electric wire brush, so I know it's not a ground issue there. Any ideas what the
problem could be? Thanks, DJ. I know you said the battery is good but I would make sure it has
a full charge on it. With a full charge on a bad generator my voltage was at Guido Thanks johnny
and Guido! Charged the batt last night to My trickle charger metered between 2 and 0 stating
that's its got a full charge. Few hours later Update: Installed the fully charged battery and is it
normal to get I now get It sounds like your'e getting a good charge. You should be fine. Guido
Guido, I checked the charging system this morning and with the headlights on The OP said he
got Without the headlights on, the bike will stay steady at I checked all the grounds and even
replaced the ground cable from engine block to battery with a ribbon type ground cable from
frame to battery I think the Regulator is defective. This situation sucks cause I live in Hawaii and
the company I got this from is in the Mainland and is trying to trouble shoot over emails. The
tech is saying that it's the ground, but I cleaned every ground wire and frame mounts I could
find which aint that many on a bike LOL! I mean, it's just a simple 3 wire connection and
regulator to ground type of system. The instructions don't say what the voltage should be at
different rpm ranges, so I'm just going off of what the OP said and will not accept anything less,
since we have similar bikes. What do you think? It seems odd to me that the headlight is
causing it to drop that quickly. Mine never did that. I would take a look at the headlight circuit.
Thats my best guess. Let me know what you find out. Guido Circuit looks good to me. I did a
check on my Yamaha cc and I get My car also gets high 13V at rpms. What gives? I mean, the
V-Twin system charges and will get into the 14V range at rpms, but why won't it stay in the 13V
at rpm? I cleaned all the grounds and checked all the connections and still am getting low 12V's
at rpm. Could the charging system be good, but something else is going on? First click on the
ignition switch No running lights the voltage on the battery would read from If reved or rpms
brought up, it'll charge again, but will not get into 14V range. I don't have points and think it's
electronic ignition. H4 headlight with two handlebar clamp-on turn signals up front. All in
correct working order and recently passed DOT inspection. Horn and Hi-Low beam also in
correct working order. If its a mechanical regulator hold the field set of points down cover off
and see how high it causes your voltage to go. If solid state try running a seperate wire freshly
attached from the metal base of the regulator directly to the BATTERY's negative terminal.
Some solid state regulators, unfortunately, fail right out of the box others albeit rarely fail when
improper polarizing allows a high frequency transient spike voltage to blow out the trigger gate
on one of the field circuit's IGTBs or FETs. This why IMO it is safer to just polarize the
gennerator alone by disconnecting it from the solid state regulator first if already connected. I
don't know what the problem could be. Good luck. Let me know when you figure it out. Sorry I
couldn' t be more help. Will do and thanks for taking the time to help me out! No longer have a
generator to polarize. Thanks though! I'll keep these info. Thanks for posting that. I've been
looking at alternators myself. When I start having problems with my Generator, I'm going that
route. Sorry for the confusion on my part I read the V Twin as the style and not the company.
With an alternator the output voltage is controlled by the voltage supplied when the Ignition Key
is ON and is delivered to the slip ring brushes and on to the rotor's windings. Low voltage
output is when there is higher resistance placed in series with this input voltage via the solid
state regulator whenever a higher than desired voltage is seen at the battery. Your lower than
expected voltages may be from 1. A faulty set of brushes not delivering the appropriate voltage
needed to create the magnetic fields required inside the rotor windings, 2. Contamination on the
slip rings attached to each end of the rotor's windings, 3. A regulator with its integrated sealed
circuitry not sensing or responding as designed to low voltage demands. Failure of one or more
sets of the rectifying diodes internally so as to be missing one or more phases of the stator's
output. The above causes could be from the production factory or if the polarity of the battery
was reversed connected at anytime. Thus damaging the bridge rectifiers. It is hard to test for the
cause s unless you have the bench equipment at home to do it safely. It should jump up staright
away to In this manner you will know the alternator is good and it is the regulator that is not
doing its job well enough. Hopefully the supply company can get to the solution along with
some technical schematics for you to use as a guide. I just did this conversion on my 72 xlch,
couldn't be happier, was an extremely easy swap to do. What battery are you using and what's
the beginning voltage reading on it. What are your voltage readings , and rpms? I'm going to be
replacing the battery with a gel cell soon, going to be building a juice bag and a new harness to
run it all. This is an alternator and it should be charging like one and not like a generator. Please
tell me it's a typo error and you meant to say "little under 13V at idle" No need for tach! If so,
then it's at rpms. Papapapaparrrrapapapapapaprrrrrapapapaaparrrrrpap is rpms :tour. I would
use the regulator that comes with the kit. Here's a video of my XLCR now sold : that briefly
shows the alternator spinning and where I mounted the new reg-rec between the front engine

mounts. Hope this helps No brushes are needed with this tiny and unique design. They are. All
of the generator to alternator conversions for H-D are brushless designs just like the OEM H-D
alternators , except for the ones that use an automotive alternator with an adapter. That type
looks great on a John Deere, just not on a Harley. Just my opinion Sorry, I was wrong, and I
apologize. Instead of John Deere, I should have said Kubota Circuit looks good to me. I would
really like this alternator some day, however my bike has a really good Cycle Electric gen and
reg, so until it goes, it stays. I have been running mine for many years now and love everything
about it. Oh say like not being able to over rev the magnets and burning a generator up.
Generators are only good to rpm's. I have to say it does make a whine though much like the
sound of a panhead when running. All in all it is great and much much lighter too!!!! Ed Picking
this up again. Did these die on the market or what? Here is my alternator version,I call them the
65A Poweraythor,they are reliable as a car alternator is and maintenance free,I still have a
couple left form this year,they are custom made as only small bunch ,I would probably do a
couple 32E Poweraythor for next year,any questions are welcome to saddlebagrail yahoo. It
looks wee bit wider than the stock generator, no? Hi Mat I never had problem fitting those in any
Sportster yet,some late generator Shovel Big Twins owner have to do very little work to make it
fit, but never heard of any Sportster problem yet,do you run a 65A generator? The only thing
you need to run this unit is a battery ,it cannot be run without a battery like the small oil filter
style,the unit need to be excited to work properly basically like a car alternator. Thanks Ray,
yes, I run the stock generator. The cooling fins are way wider on the XR than on an iron
Sportster and judging from one of your images on your ebay auction, the is not too much
clearance there. Found something else on the net here. You guys have any thoughts? Thanks,
Mats. Mat, There is nothing wrong with the old gennys. Guys have been running them since I
don't even know when. The one on my bike is over 50yrs old and still runs. It just needs
maintenance For the amount of money that you are looking to spend on these alternators I have
two well Having an extra makes for a two second swap Once you have repaired them a few
times you start to figure out how to tuck the wires nicely so they don't get cut by the spinning
Arm or whatever Once you get that you can repair them well I have two working gens plus some
spare parts. Better then than in mid-summer miles from home. See my winter project list in
another current thread. BTW, i also keep a spare solenoid, regulator and battery. Missed these
posts, sorry. Scoot, I know you want to be helphul and I appreciate it. Plain and simple. Wanted
to know if the V-twin kit was crap or not. Thanks Ray. Got one of the permanent magnet type
alternators. Works great but it's noisier than a Tecate can fulla rocks on a paint shaker. Is there
a different sized gear that would quiet things down or another fix entirely? Hmmm, my PM alt
was as silent as a tit-mouse. Maybe your 'paint-shaker' is just the engine itself? Probably a drive
issue, a bad gear, offset, or a defective bearing. Yes, even new ones can be bad in these days of
Chinese parts out-sourcing. Send the alternator back and get a replacement straight away. I've
heard of it being done and I'm working on a 83 basket. Good choice! I have some ready now in
small quantity,you could contact me via email if you are interested,thanks. I think I use a bigger
deflector washer though Hi Big John The washer in the picture is not the oem washer,this was
only for pictures purposes to show everyone it could be install without problem,this one is
thicker also,Ray:. Nice read! I have one on my Ironhead and the bearing recently went out so I
just had it replaced, but I'm trying to reinstall it and can't seem to get the gear to slide in right
I'm looking at other photos and I see the gear slides in all the way down the shaft eh-oh and
there's also a washer and nut on the end which wasn't on mine when I removed it. I'm looking at
other photos and I see the gear slides in all the way down the shaft eh-oh and there's also a
washer and nut on the end which wasn't on mine when I removed it Best to have comparison
pics for this, so we know clearly what you are saying. Thats all that's there I can't seem to fit
that back in The gear is installed in the correct orientation, with the teeth closer to the gen and
the "snout" sticking out. Do you have the washer on while you are trying to install it? You have
to hold the outer end down toward the o'clock position, then wiggle it into place. The washer
has to work around the idler gear that is in the gearcase. Yes it would still work without the nut
and washer. The washer is the oil separator - it helps to separate the oil from the air so that
mostly air goes out thru the crankcase vent. With the washer installed you will get less mess
coming out there. No serious consequences. Presumably the PO did not install these parts. He
should have. Also presumably there is no sign of a wrecked nut and washer in amoung the
gearcase parts - you would certainly notice i think as the engine would not survive very well. Ah
okay great yeah the gears look great inside so the PO must've rollled like that. I'm going to get
the washer and bolt. Thanks Mick! So I got the alternator installed and it was working but after a
few mins it stopped. I turned key to on position a put the test tight to the wires coming from
voltage regulator to alternator, but no juice. The alternator which is show above in the thread
spins on the outside. I hooked it back up and it was spinning so it seemed as if it was working

and then I took it down the road and at a red light i looked down and noticed that the alternator
wasn't spinning anymore. Not sure why I dunno I get that I'm just trying to figure out why the
alternator stopped spinning while the bike is running. I'm guessing the voltage regulator
stopped working. DO NOT start the engine again until you have done some inspections.
Remove your alternator, take a lot of pics, post them here. Hi guys! Got me one of these
alternator kits quite a while back but my bike project took alot of time to complete but I finally
fiered her up yesterday. Checking the voltage from the regulator shows some really strange
flickering from 8 to 11 volts Any RPM. No ground problem and the battery is full of juice and
leaves What regulator are you using? I guess that the stock reg would be wrong with an alt. Hi
Mick and thanks! My bad! But to my question: How much AC voltage is the alternator itself
supposed to leave? Someone else will have to answer this as i have no knowledge of it. The
regulator converts the AC to DC and should put out The V-Twin kit should have come with a
regulator. The VT kits is 17 amps. Using a 19 amp regulator should be OK. The diodes,
connected in a wheatstone bridge to convert AC to DC will be rated 2 amps over the alternator
capacity. My answer is only based on logic, not on having done it. Is the regulator well
grounded? It looks like a waist of time. A few years ago I tried one. It wasn't reliable and the
drive gear rattled alot. I ended up buying a new generator. One that has the regulator in it. Now
there is always enough power for the electric starter. After searching the site for answers it
seems this is the best place to post the recent issue with my setup. I first installed the
conversion a few years ago. The regulator is in the stock location with wires run under the
motor from the alternator to the regulator. On the test drive I noticed the gauge lights started to
dim appreciably after a few blocks in town-did an abrupt about face and got it home. Charged it,
checked all the connections and took it out again only to see the same results. So now's the
time. Did a crude bench test on the alternator and voltage regulator with a vise, a drill and a test
light and found the alternator is definitely putting out as well as power coming off the regulator.
Reinstalled everything on the bike, broke out my old school non-digital voltmeter, fired the bike
up and checked everything. With the wire disconnected from the battery, the wires coming off
the alternator show about The power to the battery lead off the regulator however shows about
3. The ground is solid as can be-it's from the original regulator, running from the unpainted
back of the electronic regulator to a stud on the frame under the seat where I tapped all grounds
including the battery. The only logical conclusion I can find is the regulator was DOA. If this is
the case I don't mind replacing it but it seems the regulator that came with the set is hard to
come by, and considering my experience might not be worth tracking down if better options are
available. My question is, how does a later regulator wire up to this system? The OEM piece
with the kit had 3 wires, with the center of the three wires going to the battery and the outer 2
going to the regulator. Is this the way they are all set up? I found a later HD electronic regulator
with 3 wires but two of them are on a connector and from the photos I've seen, one of the two is
the center one. Considering the cost of one of these I really hate the idea of experimenting
Anyone have any insight on how to wire up an aftermarket electronic regulator to an aftermarket
alternator? I really want to get this set up and working because, honestly, I need the extra space
that was taken up by the generator for the oil filter add-on, which is currently in front of the
frame and denting the front fender every time I hit a bump :frownthre. Some guys who were
really tired of their charging system, finally bite the bullet and did the move,after years of
spending money worthless ,they decide to spend once for all,the last time they will spend
money on their charging system. Ymanv, just to clarify, did your alt conversion include a new
regulator or did you reuse the old one for the generator? Hi Doodah Good question,yes it is
included,in the back of the unit behind the tin cover,it is very precise and part of the
Poweraythor,no need for and outside regulator,I usually keep the old regulator on the bike for
apprearance purposes. My unit also need a a BATTERY to get the excitement needed to make it
charge,so for those who don't have a battery it could not be use. I have also a wire that connect
to an idiot light so you can see if the unit is charging. Hi Ray, I do recall in previous posts that
your set up is all inclusive. On those little dynamo that spin and clunk,the regulator is actually a
Shovelhead voltage regulator,on my unit it is an integrated part of the Poweraythor. Yes, it is the
electronic regulator that came with the V-Twin alternator kit. On those little dynamo that spin
and clunk,the regulator is actually a Shovelhead voltage regulator,on my unit it is an integrated
part of the PoweraythorDoes anyone know the part number, or which model Shovelhead the
V-twin alternator kit regulator is from? I have the V-Twin alternator kit on my 76 and am very
happy with it. No ID on the regulator though which is a pain. Plan to put it on my other IH too so
would be good to know which regulator I need if I ever have to replace one of them. Was
planning to ask V-Twin some time but this thread prompted me to ask here. Thanks ryder rick,
much appreciated. With some time to dig around and for future reference for anyone else
looking for this the OEM part number for the electronic voltage regulator for this alternator is

Some pretty "inexpensive" options out there but I'll try the Accel part as it's made in the US and
the more time I spend dicking around with this the less time I spend putting miles on it. Accel
part Interesting stuff. I have a Kubota genny that this is based on in the garage and now a bunch
of ideas. As for regulators, any single phase regulator of a jap bike would probably work. I know
it was a few years ago,but,I would sure like to know if jonjuan 76 got his problem solved without
huge problems in his cam chest,it sounds like I can come to no other conclusion Surprise me! I
would probably go for the more costly CE conversion or the pwerraythor before a Chinese unit.
Orders placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day.
Cannot be used with mini battery 12N55A-3B. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always
looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our
website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it
further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details. Enter keyword or part Search
Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Harley
Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Harley Parts back. Shop By
All Harley Parts. Harley Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes
Explained. Tire Width Tire Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. Harley
Tires back. Exhaust finder. Harley Exhaust back. Helmets back. Apparel back. Featured Harley
Brands View All back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. V-Twin Manufacturing.
View Custome
chevy malibu 2000
2001 toyota camry dashboard lights
2001 volkswagen jetta fuel pump
r Photos. In Stock - 5 on Hand. Add to Cart Add to List. Ships Today! Sportster - XL Sportster XLCH Sportster - XLH Sportster - XLT Related Items. Part : Mfg Part : How to size. We want to
hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account.
Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback!
I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if
applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email
Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What are you into?
Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe. Generator
alternator conversion kit replaces original generator and regulator. Kit includes chrome
alternator and black regulator. Features high power output, 17 amps rpms. Stronger than stock,
features billet housing for accurate alignment and a stress proof shaft.

